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the union of south africa.
We have seen how reluctantly in Canada and Australia
centrifugal influences yielded before the advance of the
federal principle. In South Africa a more surprising thing
has happened, and men, who a few years before were
opposing each other in deadly war, have succeeded in
friendly co-operation in establishing the political union of
British South Africa.
Here, again, it is only by some knowledge of the past
history that we can understand the situation. The key-
note, then, of the subsequent history will be found in the
opposing methods of dealing with the natives adopted by
the Dutch Colonists and by the British Government.
The difference was not between opposing races. When
British Colonists came out to Cape Colony, their ways of
dealing with the natives did not substantially differ from
those of the Dutch; and even the British Governors were
found often sympathizing with Colonial methods rather than
with those imposed on them from Downing Street. We have
here nothing to do with the rights or the wrongs of the con-
troversy : probably, as in most disputes, the path of wisdom
lay between the two extremes. For us the only point to
notice is that, because of their distrust of British methods,
the more bitter of the Dutch farmers shook off the dust
of British sovereignty from their feet, and sought a new
home in the unknown north. The British Government,
which still regarded Cape Colony of importance merely as
a half-way house on the road to India, naturally shrunk
from pursuing the Boers in their 'trek'. Whatever
might be true in law, in the court of common sense it
followed that allegiance could not be claimed where pro-
tection was no longer afforded.
Meanwhile, though the general trend of British policy
was against extending responsibilities, strong men on the

